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When the teachers saw that Yun chujiu was actually chatting and laughing with the pioneer Sabertooth 

elephant, the corners of their mouths twitched. This little girl was really bold! 

 

 

However, this little girl was also smart. She guessed that the pioneer sabertooth elephant would not 

really hurt her. 

 

 

When everyone saw that Yun Chujiu had fed the pioneer sabertooth elephant the corpse of a wind 

blade golden spotted tiger, they were all dumbfounded. Was this little girl not afraid that the fresh 

blood would trigger the fierce nature of the pioneer Sabertooth Elephant? 

 

 

However, it was obvious that everyone was overthinking. After the pioneer Sabertooth Elephant 

finished eating the wind blade golden spotted tiger, it laid on the ground lazily and closed its eyes to 

sleep. 

 

 

It was not worried that Yun Chujiu would dare to escape, unless the little girl did not want to live 

anymore. If she tried to escape, its long trunk would immediately wrap her up. 

 

 

Seeing that the pioneer sabertooth elephant was sleeping, Yun Chujiu took out a reclining chair and sat 

on it. She took out a script and read it leisurely. 

 

 

The teachers were so angry that they gritted their teeth. Are you participating in the test? Can you focus 

a little? You actually have the heart to read the script? You’re really ambitious! 



 

 

Fortunately, the picture was not particularly clear. Otherwise, when everyone saw the words on the 

cover of Yun Chujiu’s script, they would probably be even more angry and vomit blood! 

 

 

After a while, everyone saw that the little girl seemed to be tired from watching and actually fell asleep 

without a care in the world. 

 

 

Teacher Pang sped up the scene. The little girl stretched herself and stood up from the recliner. Her eyes 

rolled around, she said to the pioneer sabertooth elephant, “Sir Elephant, are you done sleeping? Let’s 

go out for a walk. It’s boring to stay in this nest!” 

 

 

The pioneer Sabertooth elephant opened its eyes impatiently and roared. It was obviously extremely 

impatient. 

 

 

If an ordinary person saw this, they would definitely be obedient. Otherwise, it would be bad if they 

angered the pioneer sabertooth elephant. 

 

 

However, Yun Chujiu, this fellow, had never taken the ordinary path. She continued to say with a smile, 

“Lord Elephant, are you interested in medicinal pills?” 

 

 

The pioneer sabertooth elephant’s huge eyeballs suddenly lit up and it let out a low roar. 



 

 

Yun Chujiu knew that it was interested.., hence, she continued to say, “Lord Elephant, to be honest, my 

elder is good at refining pills. When I came this time, he gave me a lot of pills. Some of them can absorb 

spiritual energy quickly, and some can treat injuries. I’ll give you two bottles!” 

 

 

The pioneer sabertooth elephant’s long trunk stretched forward. Its purpose was very clear. It wanted 

the pills. 

 

Yun chujiu took out two bottles of pills with a smile. After opening the Cork, she placed the pills in her 

palm and let the pioneer Sabertooth elephant sniff them. Only then did she fix the bottle cap again and 

give the two bottles of pills to the pioneer sabertooth elephant. 

 

 

The pioneer Sabertooth elephant excitedly put the two bottles of pills into its portable space and called 

Yun Chujiu twice in a low voice. Apparently, it was very satisfied. 

 

 

“Lord Elephant, it seems that you still like pills. “Actually, I have about ten bottles of these pills here, but 

they belong to my companions. As long as they agree, I can give them to you. But I can’t contact them 

now, so I can only wait for them to come here.”Yun Chujiu said with a troubled look. 

 

 

The pioneer Sabertooth elephant’s eyes revealed a pleasantly surprised light, at this time, Yun chujiu 

continued to say, “However, as you can see, Lord Elephant, my spiritual power is very weak. My 

companions are only slightly stronger than me. I reckon that after the test is over, they won’t be able to 

reach here.” 


